This is a model pathway for students coming to HSU prepared for calculus & choosing to take accelerated English composition (ENGL 104) to meet LD GE A1.

LD GE A: Basic Subjects & LD GE B: Math must be completed with C- or better & by 60 units earned.
Notes

[1] LD GE A: (Basic Subjects) & B (Math) must be completed with C- or higher & by 60 units earned.

[2] One American Institution course will also count for LD GE D.

[3] Major course meets LD GE area B: science lab requirement

[4] Complete 2 DCG courses, [one must be domestic] with courses that also meet GE.

[5] Complete one course: FOR 423 or FOR 431 or WSHD 458

[6] Prerequisite MATH 115 or Math Code 50